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W E E K  S E V E N
S E E  I T  T O  A C H I E V E  I T



Since doing the workbook from week
four have you had any more clarity on
your purpose?

If you still feel stuck, look around and
see what your biggest struggles in life
were and how you overcame them. 
Most of the time this is our purpose in
life, the way you have moved beyond
challenges can be radical and in fact
necessary in helping others heal. You
can infuse this in anything.

If you still aren’t sure of your purpose 
try not to get too hung up on it right
now.

Reminder:  

No matter what you do in life YOU ARE
your purpose, from the way you walk,
the way you live and the way you smile. 
One day everything will just click, for
now, honour your strengths, ask how
you can be of service & just have fun
babe! 
Remember there are NO wrong
decisions in life, every path will lead you
to where you need to go. I promise you.

YOU are always

GUIDED

W E E K  S E V E N
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GOALS ARE A PATH TO YOUR DREAM LIFE 
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+ What daily actions are you taking to move towards these
goals?

THIS YEARS TOP TWO  MAJOR GOALS

+ My top two goals, make them very specific. 

In your one year vision, pick out two major goals to implement
right now, write them below. 

+ What is your WHY behind these goals?
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+ Are these goals acheivable for you?

+ What areas of your life are there major energy drains? 
Where are you "wasting" time that you could redirect to your goals?

+ How are you aligning with your goals ex. are you showing up as the
woman who has already achieved these goals?



+ What do you feel like you have to change in order to achieve these
goals?

+ Are you able to utilize sacred action but also enjoy the
journey of life and trust that this will divinely unfold?
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+ What else is holding you back?



you can

achieve

ANYTHING
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+ Let’s get real here, where are you not taking
responsibility for your life?

+ Some of our greatest fears in life come from
future based expectations, go to your biggest goals
in life and ask yourself, do I believe this is possible
for me? If not why, what am I scared of?



ALWAYS FOLLOW

YOUR

WHY
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+ Who is someone you look up to? Someone
who has achieved similar things to your desired
life.

+ If you could ask this person one question about
their journey what would it be?

+ Now rewrite that narrative to why & how you
can succeed.
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+ Group together any similar to do's 

+ Below write a list of everything you would need to do in order to
achieve your goals within this one year time frame.

L E T ' S  R E V E R S E  E N G I N E E R  

Now star the most important to-do's that will have the most
impact.



+ Now let's break it down to monthly milestones, write a milestone for
each month below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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+ What has to be completed first?
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Again star the most important.

+ Write a new list below of your short term goals or your first two
milestones and how you can achieve these.

T H E  F I R S T  6 0  D A Y S

+ Now put the most important to-do's in a list for month 1 and
the remainder of the list in month two.
Month 1:

Month 2 :
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+ Ask yourself in detail what tasks need to be focused on
in month one and set that into a weekly schedule! 

+ What is one thing I could get done today?



YOU  CAN

ACHIEVE

ANYTHING

YOU  SET

YOUR  MIND

TOO .

Put your yearly & monthly
goals somewhere you will see
every day. Build a holistic
weekly schedule, focus on no
more than 1-2 things a day to
set yourself up for success.
It's not about overwhelming
yourself here but focusing on
moving forward. 
It's all about baby steps! You
will slowly gain momentum in
acheiving your yearly goals.

Course correct often! I love to use
Sundays for planning the week
ahead, taking the time to look at
my goals and see if anything
needs changing along the way
(which it will).
Honour, love and forgive yourself
when things don't go "perfectly"
and have fun babe! The more you
have fun the easier things
become, allow your goals to be
something you GET to do, not
something you HAVE to do. Allow
your goals to be a framework to
work towards and also allow the
universe to fill the spaces with
things beyond your wildest
dreams, don't box yourself in, hold
your dreams while also allowing
yourself to flow with change!
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Love Always,

Pia Rose
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